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Abstract - This paper presents the modified advancement of Artificial Intelligence. The precisions of artificial neural 

networks are much more particular than those of artificial intelligence. These neural networks help in the storage of 
experiential knowledge which is helpful for the computers to respond before the computer stimuli. The origination of ANN 
is briefly descried, and it also describes how back propagation revitalizes the field. Briefly description of Network Structures 
(Feed Forward neural sets and Recurrent neural sets) present is discussed and how these are utilized in the emerging 
computer sciences. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  
 

Neural Networks can be of two types, Biological 

model and Artificial model   basically artificial neural 

networks are the artificial systems which are capable 

of sophisticated computations similar to human brain. 
Doing the comparison between the brain and the 

computers, the following results were found. 

 

 
(Russel, S. and P. Norvig (1995). Artificial Intelligence - A   

Modern Approach. pper Saddle River, NJ, Prentice    Hall). 

 

II. BRAIN VS DIGITAL COMPUTERS 

 

For making the response to the stimuli, the system 

fires the neurons for the response. But the digital 
computers completes hundreds of cycles for the 

activation of a single neuron, whereas the brain 

requires single step to fire the neuron. This 

functionality of the brain is termed as “Parallelism”. 

Computers undergo billions of steps for the 

completion of a particular task, but brain requires less 

than a second for the completion of the same task.  

 

The example of face recognition could be considered 

here. These days the social sites used by more than 

half of the population have the system face 

recognitions. These advancements have been only 

possible by neural networks. 

 

The table shows the comparison of the raw 

computational resources that are available to the 

computer and brains. 
 

 
https://www.google.co.in/search?q=comparision+of+the+comp

uter+and+brain%27s&aqs=chrome..67i57.28328j0j7&client=

ms android coolpad&sourceid=chrome-mobile&ie=UTF-8 

 

III. HISTORY 
 

In the year 1943, McCulloch and Pitts discovered the 

neurons can be combined to construct it into the 

turning machines, with the help of AND, OR and 

NOT. In the upcoming year in 1958, Rosen Blatt 

showed that the Perceptrons could be converged if the 
neurons could represent what they are trying to learn. 

In 1969 Minsky and Papert, revealed the limitations 

of the perceptrons, which killed the research of 

decades. And finally in 1985 backpropogation 

algorithm revitalizes in the field. 

 

IV. PERCEPTRONS 
 

These were first studied in late 1950s. It was the only 

element for learning the single layered networks and 

was also recognized by Layered Feed Forward 

Network. Today they are also known for the Single 
Feed Forward Layer. 

 

V.NEURAL NETWORKS: 
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System comprising of many simple processing 

elements which operates in parallel which can 
acquire, store and utilize the experiential knowledge.                                          

 

VI. DIAGRAMATIC REPRESENTATION OF 

NEURAL NETWORKS 

 
 

 
Source- https://www.google.co.in/search?client=ms-android-

coolpad&q=neural+network+diag&oq=neural+network+diag

&aqs=mobile-gws-lite. 

 

The decision making done by these systems are based 

on number of the units which are being used to form 

up the systems, the types of units considered by 

keeping the state of stimuli received, and how these 

units are connected by each other. 

 

Steps used by the neural networks for learning a 

task.  

 

Step 1:  Initialization of weights. 

This step reconsiders the marking strategy of the 

inputs by the system for the smooth    functioning. 

 

Step 2: Consideration of learning algorithm. 

 

Step 3: Consideration of the training examples. 

This step inculcates the steps of the learning 
procedure before giving out the end result. 

 

Steps 4: Encoding of the codes which are given to the 

system as inputs. 

 

Steps 5: Lastly, conversion of the output results in 

meaningful result. 

 

VII.NETWORK STRUCTURES 

 

These structures are of 2 types basically 
• Feed forward networks 

• Recurrent neural networks 

The basic differences between these networks are in 

feed forward, Links can go only in a particular 

direction. The directions are restricted. Whereas, in 

recurrent networks, links coming have no restricted 

directions. They could go in any direction. 

 

1) Feed Forward Networks:  These are arranged in 

parallel series or layers. These are linked in the same 

pattern as the neurons i.e. each unit is linked only to 

the other unit which is present in the next layer, not in 

the unit of the same layer. Computations are carried 
uniformly from input to output units, as there is no 

presence of internal states. 

 

 
https://www.google.co.in/search?q=feed+forward&client=ms-

android 

oppo&biw=360&bih=598&source=Inms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ve

d=OahUKEwii907wsqHcAhXWXSsKHR5CAr8Q_AUIBigB&

biw=360&bih=598#imgrc=xBrlbqYy1Pg-M%3A 
 

Basic Difference between Multi-layer nets and 

Perceptrons: Multilayer nets have one or more 

layers of hidden units. With two possibly very large 

hidden layers, it is possible to implement any 
function, whereas Networks without hidden layer are 

called perceptrons. They are very limited in what they 

can represent, but this makes their learning problem 

much simpler. 

2) Recurrent Network: The brain cannot be feed 

forward network. In this net, the internal state is 

stored in the activation level. It is of unstable nature 

and possibilities of oscillations are there. 

The previous networks state also influences the 

output, so they also inculcate the notion of time. RNN 

(Recurrent neural networks) are considered the as the 
best model for regressions as it takes accounts of the 

past values. RNN are “Turing machine” for 

computations, which means with the correct sets of 

weights provided, it can compute anything. But an 

upcoming drawback that occurs is that, it doesn’t 

have any kind of automatic back-propagations 

algorithm, which could help in finding of the “perfect 

set of weights”. 

Diagram showing the paths of RNN. 

 
http://www.google.co.in/search?q=recurrent+network+diagra

m&oq=recurrent+netwo&aqs=chrome.369i57j0I3.8161i0j7&cli

ent=ms-android-oppo&sourceid=chrome-mobile&ie=UTF-

8#imgrc=2DkILitsq_MRiM 

 

Uses of recurrent networks in advancing 

technologies 

• Machine language translation,  

• Speech to text: i.e., the person doesn’t need 
to type the words one wanted in his texts. 

This can be easily done with the voices. As 
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recurrent network translate the speech 

language into text language. 
• Market Prediction 

• Scene Labeling 

• Car wheel steering: The concept of 

automatic cars can be easily achieved by the  

 

CONCLUSION 
 

From the information gathered, it could be concluded 

that 

• If the parallelism is combined with the 

switching speed of the computer, tasks could 

be done more precisely without any input of 
much  

• Information. 

• Internal states could be easily stored, so that 

lost information could be restored. 

• Implementations of complex designs could 

be easy(Rocket sciences and aviation 

studies) 

• Neural Networks could modify and 

reassume the weights provided, for the better 

and précised results. 

• Also it is widely used in the developments of 
artificial learning systems. 

• Given enough units, any function can be 

represented by Multi-layer feed-forward 

networks. 

• Back propagation learning works on multi-

layer feed-forward networks.  

• Efficiency in the functioning  

• RNN allows the flexibility in architecture 

designing 

 

RESULT 
 
Because of the flexible nature of neural networks 

discussed earlier, it has been considered under vast 

approaches. It has created wonders in the field of 

sciences.  
• Character recognition: This is a widely approved idea as 

handheld devices like palm pilot have become 

extremely important. This network helps in the 

character recognition. 

• Image compression: These networks can receive and 

configure vast amounts of information’s at once, and 

converting theme for image compression. These 

techniques are also used in various social sites these 

days. 

• Stock market prediction: In this huge population, and 

our day to day business life, stock market is extremely 

complicated. Many factors predict different outputs, 

whether the stocks will go up or down. As neural 

networks can gather a large amount of information 

quickly and sort it within few times, it is considered for 

the prediction of stock prices. 

• These neural neworkts are not utilized in the computer 

sciences, it is also widely considered in the medical 

fields, Electronic noses, and security and loan 

applications. There occur some applications that are in 

their proof of concept stages, with acception of a neural 

network that will decide to grant a a loan. 

• •  

• *Neural nets are something which has been more 

efficiently used more successfully than many humans* 
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